Arriving at the Leeds General Infirmary by car
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Arriving from the M62 West

Leave the M62 at the sign for the M621 Leeds

Travel along the M621 until you reach junction 2 where you turn off (signposted Wetherby, Harrogate, York). At the first roundabout turn left onto the A643 (signposted Wetherby)

Continue until you reach the traffic lights/roundabout. Get in the right 2 lanes and continue around the roundabout until you reach the fourth exit (A58 sign posted City Centre, Wetherby)

Continue along the A58. Take the second slip road marked Civic Centre, Hospital. Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!
Arriving from the M62 East
Leave the M62 at junction 29, at the roundabout take the third exit, joining the M1 motorway (sign posted The North, Leeds Centre)

Cross to the right 3 lanes to join the M621 sign posted Leeds Centre.

Continue along the M621. Ignore the signs for the city centre and stay in the right hand lane. You will bear left and join another road (you are still on the M621). Continue until you reach junction 2 (sign posted Elland Road). At the roundabout take the third exit onto the A643 (sign posted Wetherby).

Continue until you reach the traffic lights/roundabout. Get in the right 2 lanes and continue around the roundabout until you reach the fourth exit (A58 sign posted City Centre, Wetherby)

Continue along the A58. Take the second slip road Civic Centre, hospital. Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

Arriving from York/Scarborough
Enter on the A64.

Shortly after entering Leeds you will meet a roundabout. Take the first exit onto the A6120 (sign posted Ring Road, Selby)

At the next roundabout take the third exit onto the Barwick Road – A64 (sign posted Ring Road, The South A1)

After 0.7 miles you will meet the York Road roundabout. Take the second exit onto the York Road – A64.

Continue along the A64. You will pass a turn off for St. James Hospital and the City Centre. Get in the left hand lane. The road will become a tunnel (you are passing underneath the LGI!). After 100m there is a sudden turn slip road to the left (Be careful it is easy to miss). This is sign posted City Centre.

Pass through the lights and immediately cross over to the right turning right onto Westgate through a second set of lights. Stay in the far right hand lane (sign posted Burley). You are now on Park Lane.
After 200 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

**Arriving from Harrogate**

Enter Leeds on the A61.

Cross the Leeds ring road and continue into Leeds on the A61, crossing several round-a-bouts along the way. As you near Leeds City Centre (having passed a large BMW garage on the left) you will come to a major intersection. Go straight on at the lights and travel up the hill get in the middle of the three lanes.

The road bears splits with the right two lanes heading right, you should be in the middle lane which becomes the left hand lane as you pass under a sign marked A58(M) Halifax and motorways.

After 200m you will join the Leeds Inner Ring road. Keep in the left hand lane.

The road will become a tunnel (you are passing underneath the LGI!). After 100m there is a sudden turn slip road to the left (Be careful it is easy to miss). This is sign posted City Centre.

Pass through the lights and immediately cross over to the right turning right onto Westgate through a second set of lights. Stay in the far right hand lane (sign posted Burley). You are now on Park Lane.

After 200 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!
**Arriving from Ilkley/Otley**
Enter Leeds on the A660.

Continue along the main road until you reach the Leeds Ring Road (A6120). Cross this taking the second exit (still on the A660).

Continue along the A660 through Headingley for 2 miles (you will cross 3 major sets of traffic lights). WARNING THIS ROAD CAN BE VERY CONGESTED DURING THE MORNING RUSH HOUR, ALLOW EXTRA TIME FOR YOUR JOURNEY IF YOUR APPOINTMENT IS BETWEEN 9-10 AM.

Cross Hyde Park/Woodhouse moor on the main road (green on the right, gravel on the left). Move across to the right hand lane. At the traffic lights turn right onto Clarendon Road.

Continue along Clarendon Road (over 1 set of traffic lights) eventually you will descend on a steep hill. At the bottom of this the road bears to the right, turn left here, and then turn left again. You are now approaching the main entrance of the Clarendon Wing.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

**Arriving from Airdale/Skipton**
Enter Leeds on the A657 through Calverly.

You will come to the A6120 (Leeds Ring Road). Take the first exit at the roundabout (sign posted Horsforth). Continue along the A6120 until you reach the next roundabout (get in the right hand lane as you near the top of the hill). This is the junction with the A65.

Take the third exit on the roundabout. You are now heading on the A65 into Leeds.

Continue along the A65 for 3 miles crossing 3 sets of traffic lights. As you near the city centre (you will be passing Yorkshire TV on the left) bear to the right.

The road splits into 2. Take the right hand lane going up to meet the flyover (do not take the route down and underground). This will bring you to a set of lights. Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!
Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

**Arriving from Bradford**

Enter Leeds on the A647 (Stanningley bypass)

Continue along this into Armley where the first large set of lights is encountered. At this point the A647 becomes Canal Street. Continue over the lights and along this road.

After approximately 0.5 miles you will encounter a large gyratory, keep left and follow Canal Street under the railway bridge. At this point Canal Street merges with the A58 (M) Inner Ring Road (sign posted City Centre, Wetherby).

Continue along the A58 until the second slip road on the left (sign posted Civic Centre, Hospital). Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

**Arriving from Dewsbury**

These directions are assuming travel on the A653 Dewsbury Road. Other routes are applicable (see Wakefield and Huddersfield directions if needed).

Enter Leeds on the A653 heading North, this becomes the A6110 passing the White Rose Centre on the left.

Before you meet the M621 turn right onto Elland road at the traffic lights (if you miss this turning join the M621 East for 1 one junction).

Assuming you haven’t missed the turning, continue along Elland Road, passing the Leeds United Football club on the left. You will then meet the M621. Pass under this taking the second exit on the round-a-bout marked A643 and sign posted Wetherby.

Continue along the A643.
Continue until you reach the traffic lights/roundabout. Get in the right 2 lanes and continue around the roundabout until you reach the fourth exit (A58 sign posted City Centre, Wetherby)

Continue along the A58. Take the second slip road marked Civic Centre, Hospital. Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!

Arriving from Wakefield
The M1 passes under the M62 and bears off to the left. Stay in the right 3 lanes which become the M621 (sign posted Leeds Centre).

Cross to the right 3 lanes to join the M621 sign posted Leeds Centre.

Continue along the M621. Ignore the signs for the city centre and stay in the right hand lane. You will bear left and join another road (you are still on the M621). Continue until you reach junction 2 (sign posted Elland Road). At the roundabout take the third exit onto the A643 (sign posted Wetherby).

Continue until you reach the traffic lights/roundabout. Get in the right 2 lanes and continue around the roundabout until you reach the fourth exit (A58 sign posted City Centre, Wetherby)

Continue along the A58. Take the second slip road marked Civic Centre, hospital. Turn left onto Park Lane.

After 50 metres turn right onto Hanover Way (up the hill), bear right around the corner. Turn right onto Clarendon Road. After 20 metres turn left into the Clarendon Wing entrance car park.

Park!

Enter the Clarendon wing through the main entrance, proceed straight ahead, between the coffee lounge and reception desk is a corridor marked “Antenatal clinic”. Proceed down this corridor. At the end you are faced by two more reception desks – neither of these are for you! Turn right and you will come to a seating area. On the left hand side of this is a door, go through here, immediately on your right is Fetal Medicine reception. You’ve made it!